
ΛLIVE TUNING
Defender Td5 Electronic Boost Modulator

Installation Instructions

The Alive Tuning Electronic Boost Modulator (EBM) kit for the Defender Td5 is a unique
(as of our public release in March 2021!) solution to allow accurate turbo boost control,

in a similar way that is used on Discovery Td5 models. Defender models do not
ordinarily support this, and so significant reworking of the vehicle software is

undertaken so that we can accurately control turbo pressure to safe, pre-determined
values that we specify on custom designed 3D maps within the engine management

calibration.



The kit consists of the following parts:

• Electronic Boost Modulator (EBM) and 2x Fixing Bolts.

• 1.3m EGR modulator to EBM patch lead and cable ties.

• 3mm boost control hoses (x3) and retaining clips (x6).

• Barb connector (x1).

Mount the EBM onto the aircon pump mounting bracket, as pictured here:

Connect the three (3mm) boost control hoses to the EBM as shown in the following
picture. The 200mm hose fits onto the bottom of the EBM. The 350mm hose connects
to the side port and the remaining 200mm hose connects to the port at the top of the

EBM.



The bottom (air in) hose connects to the main turbo outlet pipe, where the original turbo
wastegate control hose fastens to. Remove this and connect the new hose from the

bottom of the EBM.

The hose from the side (outlet) of the EBM connects to the port on the pneumatic
actuator of the turbocharger.

The top hose (exhaust) off the EBM connects into the main turbo air inlet pipe.

Plug the patch lead into the EBM and route the cable across the front of the engine,
keeping clear of the manifold and viscous fan, across to the EGR modulator(s).

Disconnect the Black Plug off the EGR modulator and connect this plug to the EGR
modulator patch lead. It is advised not to attach this lead around coolant hoses!





Prise off the white cover from the ECU red plug, and note the two locations highlighted
in this picture, above.

Looking more closely at the red plug, you will see the pins are held in place by a
retaining tab. Using a small flat screwdriver or similar, gently prise up the retaining tab



and withdraw the highlighted pin (Blue wire) and reposition this to the empty location
also highlighted. The empty location has a grey rubber blank installed (next to the two

brown wires), which you should simply pull out.



Note how the Blue wire (next to the two brown wires) is now relocated to the previously
empty location. Replace the grey rubber blank into the now unused location to seal off

the plug.


